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An invaluable tool for setting up training programs and providing a workplace culture that makes
learning a real part of your employees job. Once all of the required features have been implemented
you can improve the way your whole company does business, having an audit trail at your fingertips,

which will make sure every project or business decision you make is 100% correct. Everything you
need for a convenient audit trail is included in Kickidler so you can start your own comprehensive

Project and document tracking system right now. For those who require a custom solution, Kickidler
comes with a flexible API that will allow you to customize the dashboard and add whatever other

features you need to make your business management system unique. Our proprietary algorithms
will give you a complete overview of what other customers think about Kickidler and Refog Employee
Monitor. This means you can receive an accurate overview of what real users have to say about your

solution and thus give yourself a chance to discover whether the features you use, really are of
interest for your specific situation. We also include a powerful page-and-form creation tool so you

can quickly create and edit pages to share with your team or other network members. We also
provide templates for popular forms such as surveys, order forms and employee forms. At Kcab, we

know that in today’s environment different people have varying requirements for project and
business management. For this reason, we have released Kickidler in a modular basis. This means
that Kickidler is completely customizable for different situations. With Kickidler you can get a clear

overview of what other users think about Kickidler and Refog Employee Monitor.
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